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The 2008 Global Credit Crisis  
 

Part One - Is it later than we think? 
 
 
The overall characteristics of the global economy since the close of WWII could be summarized as 
having diversified and grown from the post war reconstruction phase until more recently 
concluding with several decades of rapidly increasing global consumerism. This latter growth has 
been made possible by borrowing on an unprecedented scale and has led to unimaginable debt 
levels that are now out of control.  The principal lender has been the US Federal Reserve Bank 
(FED) which creates money out of thin air simply by just printing it. Repayment of this ‘money’ 
(plus the interest thereon), is secured against the labors of the American people. 
 
The exponential growth in consumerism spawned a manufacturing boom, particularly in low cost 
economies such as China. The size of the boom is without precedent in recorded world history, 
dating back to the industrial revolution and beyond.  The scale dwarfs all that has come before it. 
 
After studying the history and behavior of the merchant banks and our modern fiat monetary 
system (money that has value only because it is supported by government regulation or law), one 
could be forgiven for concluding that the events described above in which the peoples of the world 
have blindly mortgaged all future generations, should have been foreseen to be so harmful in the 
longer term, that they could only have come about as the result of a multifaceted and carefully 
orchestrated campaign of deceit to exploit the natural human appetite for material goods, thereby 
trapping most of the nations of the world under a mountain of debt, the levels of which are un-
repayable and have effectively enslaved the common people to the lender(s) forever. 
 
How does this relate (if at all) to Brother William Branham’s Message and Bible scripture? 
 
 
Background 
Firstly some much abbreviated background before we review Brother Branham’s statements.. 
 
The Vatican and the Rothschild banking empire have been joined at the hip for a long time1 2 and 
accepting that the Rothschild’s control the major components of the world’s financial system, the 
Rothschild’s demonstrable involvement in the creation of the FED, links the Vatican directly to the 
FED and the handful of private merchant banks that together own the US Federal Reserve. 
 
 

                                            
1 “The following year (1823), the Rothschild’s took over all of the financial operations of the worldwide Catholic 

Church”.  Eustace Mullins – ‘The Curse of Canaan’, 

2 The Jewish Encyclopaedia, Vol. 2, p.497 states, "It is a somewhat curious sequel to the attempt to set up a Catholic 
competitor to the Rothschild’s that at the present time (1905) the latter are the guardians of the papal treasure." 
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Brother Branham 
A survey of Brother Branham’s statements concerning the role that money will play in enabling the 
Vatican to take control of the wealth and commerce of the world, will find that he says; 
 

1. Now, he's going to hold the money. And that's where I think he'll come in3. 
 
2. We're telling what a conquer he's going to do, and he's really going to conquer; he's already 

done it. It's just already sewed up. That's all. Going to sew up with the money, filthy lucre. 
It's exactly4. 

 
3. I do believe that right there in that money... The love of money is the root of all evil. And I 

believe that right along in there will start the ball a-rolling5. 
 
4. We're borrowed on taxes that'll be paid forty years from today. She's broke. She's bankrupt, 

the nation: not this nation, but all of them. And there's no way ever getting it back. And it's a 
trap set exactly to swing this nation into something6. 

 
5. The nation belongs to the Catholic Church. The whole thing is captured right in like that 

through their currency7. 
 
 
Does he give any indication as to how this control through will come about?  Yes he does and his 
most significant statements on this subject can be summarized as follows; 
 

1. The US was at that time effectively broke because even then it was spending tax revenues 
40 years in advance of collection. 

 
2. When its financial systems finally failed, the only sensible thing for the US to do would be to 

declare ‘bankruptcy’ (insolvency). 
 
3. The major US corporations would never allow ‘bankruptcy’ to be an option because of the 

losses they would incur when legal tender status was removed from the US Dollar and it 
thus became worthless. 

 
4. The only remaining pathway would be for the nation to cover it’s deficits by borrowing from 

Rome and in so doing, the nation would sell out its birthright (sovereignty and freedom). 
 

5. With Rome controlling most of the gold that is above ground, she will underwrite or honor 
the otherwise valueless bonds (bonds are a type of security for a loan) while issuing a new 
gold backed currency, thus uniting Church and State again. 

 
 
Before we review quotations we can find in support of the above summary, for the sake of clarity, it 
should be noted that Brother Branham used the term ‘counterfeiting the currency’ or similar when 
referring to the option of the discarding the US Dollar (with consequent loss of status and value) 
and then replacing the Dollar with a legitimate new currency.  
 

1. Why is it little old Castro down there….. He done some good things. He did do one thing; he 
counterfeited all that money and started the currency new again8. 

                                            
3 THE FIRST SEAL   JEFF IN  MONDAY  63-0318  
4 THE FIRST SEAL   JEFF IN  MONDAY  63-0318  
5 QA ON THE SEALS   JEFF IN  SUNDAY  63-0324M   
6 TESTIMONY  SHREVEPORT LA  THURSDAY  63-1128M       
7 STATURE OF A PERFECT MAN   JEFF IN  SUNDAY  62-1014M   
8 PERSEVERANCE   JEFF IN  SUNDAY  62-0218   
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2. There's one man that done only thing that was sensible; that was Castro down there. Yes, 

sir. …… What did he do? He bought up all those bonds. Get the money any way he could. 
What did he do then? He counterfeited the currency and changed it. Put them right back...9 

 
3. Did you hear "Life Line" the other morning. Why, you know, it's just like you sell bonds on 

the gold. The bonds is already took up, and this present government now is spending 
money for what? For tax money that they'll be collecting forty years from now. She's done. 
…………Now, if this nation goes busted, the only thing it can do is go busted. The only 
thing that it can do is go bankrupt. That's the only sensible thing to do: change the currency. 
But they won't do it. Under this present ministration, Roman Catholic Church owns the gold 
of the world,… and what they'll do is sell out, these rich men and so forth of the earth, as 
the Bible said, what will they do before they lose the Brown and Williamson tobacco 
company (Most all of them's Catholic anyhow.), and all these other things, what will they 
do? They'll accept that and they'll take the money from Rome, and then she's sold her very 
birthright. Rome backs her up. Yes, sir.10 

 
4. Who's got the money of the world? The Catholic Church. How would it be loaned to the 

United States? To keep these tobacco and whiskey companies and things. Sure they'll 
borrow it from... When they do, they sell their birthrights right out to the Roman Catholic 
church.11 

 
5. Did you know we're--we are now... Our national debt is so great, until we're paying on 

borrowed money off of taxes that we'll get fourteen years from today? What's going to 
happen when this system breaks? ……….. the Catholic church owns the wealth of the 
world. She's got the money. She's got the gold to buy our bonds back again. That's exactly. 
And you think these whiskey dealers, and tobacco dealers, and great people of the country 
won't sell out to keep from losing all their business and counterfeiting the currency? They'll 
go right back and take that money from the Catholic Church, and then she's sold12 
 

6. This nation is going to be busted, and the rest of the world that's on the gold standard is 
busted. You know that. If we're living off of taxes, due bills for forty years from now, where 
are we at? There's only one thing can happen. That's to call in the currency and pay off the 
bonds; and we can't do it. Wall Street owns them, and Wall Street's controlled by the Jews; 
the rest of it's in the Vatican, and the Jews has got the rest of it in Wall Street with the 
commerce of the world. We can't call it in. And if we could do it, do you think these whiskey 
guys and--and all these tobacco people with billions times billions of dollars a year…. Do 
you think them guys is going to compromise to change the currency?13 

 
7. And when it will be, that instead of us changing the currency... What would that do to the 

Philip Morris? What would that do to the--the whiskey companies? What would that do to 
the steel industry? What would that do to all the commerce? What would that... It would 
break them. They'd be broke. But if we can borrow that money... See how smart he is? 
Then the nation sells out to the church and then church and state is united again, and there 
she comes. See? That's it. Notice. All right.14 

 

                                            
9 STATURE OF A PERFECT MAN  JEFF IN  SUNDAY  62-1014M    
10 STATURE OF A PERFECT MAN  JEFF IN  SUNDAY  62-1014M    
11 BLASPHEMOUS NAMES  JEFF IN  SUNDAY  62-1104M    
12 WAY OF A TRUE PROPHET  PHOENIX AZ  SATURDAY  63-0119   
13 THE FIRST SEAL.  JEFF IN  MONDAY  63-0318    
14 QA ON THE SEALS  JEFF IN  SUNDAY  63-0324M   
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8. Before these whiskey men and all these great holders and stockholders will ever give it up, 
they'll absolutely sell out, and the church will loan the nation the money. And what it will do, 
it'll sell its birthrights right straight into Catholicism. Then what are you going to do? Amen.15 

 
9. Well, who's got the wealth of the world? Who holds it? [Someone says, "Rome."--Ed.] Sure, 

it does. Rome holds it. And whenever we do, when we get broke, instead of these big 
merchants tobacco, whiskey, and so forth, like have to get the money; what we'll have to 
do, either change the currency or borrow the money. And when they do, it's the birthright 
sold right back, exactly, just as perfect, and just what the Scripture says about it.16 

 
10. Now, if we're on the gold standard, and we're broke, now what is going to happen? What's 

going to happen? You know, the rich people of this nation, these big factories, and whiskey 
men, and tobacco men, and so forth like that, is not going to stand to change the currency, 
so the only thing we'll have to do is borrow it. And there's only one place we can borrow it. 
And when we do, we sell our birthrights out to it. That's right. Then what are you going to 
do? You're owned by it, the--that system. There's nothing else you can do.17 
 

 
Does Brother Branham give any indication as to how the forgoing predictions relate to Bible 
scripture, who will be involved, why and when it will happen?  Again the answer is yes.  Consider 
the following quotations; 
 

1. Like this fellow down here in--in (What's his name?) Castro did. He done the only smart 
thing he ever did do then, when he destroyed the bonds: paid them off and destroyed them. 
Notice, but we can't do that. These guys won't let us. The rich merchants of the earth hold 
it, and then there's only one thing to do: The Catholic Church can pay it off. She's the only 
one that's got the money; she can do it, and she will do it. And in doing this to get it, she'll 
compromise with the Jews and make a covenant, and when she makes this covenant with 
the Jews... Now, remember, I'm taking this from the Scriptures. And now, when she does 
this and makes this covenant, we notice in Daniel 8:23 and 25 he will cause craft to prosper 
(And craft is manufacturing.), in his hand.18 

 
2. Let's see just a minute. "And the prince that is to come, which is the antichrist, will make a 

covenant with the Jews, and the--in Daniel 7--or--or 9:27. And in the middle of the week, 
three and one half years, the beast will make a covenant..." 19 

 
3. So we know we got seven years for the Jews. Is that true? Now, look at it. If there's a 

question, I want to know it. See? Now... And in the middle of the week, the middle of this 
Jewish week (See?), that's three and a half years--years--the antichrist, the prince, a prince 
that is to come... And remember, he comes out of Rome. The prince that is to come (What 
is he? A pope, a prince amongst the people.) that is to come... There'll rise up a Pharaoh 
who doesn't know Joseph. Now, you Protestants say, "Well, now that's it." But just a minute. 
We find out that the Protestants has an organization, and makes a confederation of 
churches--a image* to the beast, and go right with them. 

 
* ”…the Protestant Church come out of the Catholic Church…. That is an image.”  

(Questions and Answers. “Image of the Beast” Jeffersonville. IN  Sat.  54-0515) 
 

And we find out here that the Jews are called in on this confederation. Yes, sir. And they 
agree. And the Bible said they did. And he makes a covenant with them, and in the midst of 

                                            
15 LORD JUST ONCE MORE  HOT SPRINGS AR  FRIDAY  63-0628A       
16 TESTIMONY  SHREVEPORT LA  THURSDAY  63-1128M     
17 LEAN NOT UNTO THY OWN UNDERSTANDING  PHOENIX AZ  WEDNESDAY  65-0120      
18 THE FIRST SEAL  JEFF IN  MONDAY  63-0318   
19 THE SEVENTIETH WEEK OF DANIEL  JEFF IN 61-0806 
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the seventieth week, he breaks--the antichrist breaks his covenant with the Jews, "thy 
people."20 

 
4. And this prince in that time is to make a covenant with Daniel's people, which is the Jews. 

That's when the Bride's taken out now. She won't see it.  Notice. In the last one-half of 
Daniel's week, the people makes a covenant--this prince makes a covenant with Rome; 
makes a covenant with them no doubt for the wealth, for Catholic and Jew holds the wealth 
of the world.21 

 
5. And after the church is taken away, Rome and--and the Jews will make a covenant with 

one another. The Bible said they would, with the holy people.22 
 
6. Now, when he gets the money all under control, then he'll break this covenant with the 

Jews, as Daniel here said he would do it, in the midst of the last half of the seventy weeks 
of Daniel. And then, brother, what will he do? He will have all of the world trade and the 
commerce, a pact with the world, 'cause he'll hold the wealth of the world completely.23 

 
7. Oh, how I love this. Let me tell you. We're telling what a conquer he's going to do, and he's 

really going to conquer; he's already done it. It's just already sewed up. That's all. Going to 
sew up with the money, filthy lucre. It's exactly. They love money more than God. 
Everything they think about now is how much money has he got.24 

 
8. Notice, he'll conquer the whole religious world. He'll conquer--make a covenant with 

Daniel's people. Here it is, both in the Gentile and in the Daniel's people, the Jews to the 
last week,…25 

 
9. The nation's broke. Where's it at? Who's got the money? We haven't got it. Our--our bonds 

are no good. We've got to have gold. Who's got it? The Catholic Church. …….. That's the 
gold of the world, them and the Jews, and that's the covenant that he makes with Israel.26 

 
 
Special reference should be made to the following quotation; 
 
• And in doing this* to get it, she'll**) compromise with the Jews and make a covenant, and 

when she makes this covenant with the Jews... Now, remember, I'm taking this from the 
Scriptures. And now, when she does this and makes this covenant, we notice in Daniel 8:23 
and 25 he will cause craft to prosper (and craft is manufacturing), in his hand.27 

 
*paying off the bonds held by the rich merchants of the world   

**the Catholic Church 
 
In reference to the above, Daniel 8:25 states;  
 
• “And through his policy also he shall cause craft to prosper in his hand; and he shall 

magnify himself in his heart, and by peace shall destroy many: he shall also stand up 
against the Prince of princes; but he shall be broken without hand”.   

 

                                            
20 THE SEVENTIETH WEEK OF DANIEL  JEFF IN 61-0806 
21 THE FIRST SEAL  JEFF IN  MONDAY  63-0318  
22 THE FIRST SEAL  JEFF IN  MONDAY  63-0318  
23 THE FIRST SEAL  JEFF IN  MONDAY  63-0318  
24 THE FIRST SEAL  JEFF IN  MONDAY  63-0318  
25 THE FIRST SEAL  JEFF IN  MONDAY  63-0318  
26 LORD JUST ONCE MORE   HOT SPRINGS AR  FRIDAY  63-0628A     
27 THE FIRST SEAL  JEFF IN  MONDAY  63-0318  
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Manufacturing has indeed grown exponentially over the last 25 years or so, fuelled and funded in 
no small way by money printed by the Vatican controlled US Federal Reserve Bank.  It is apparent 
that Vatican policy has been to stimulate manufacturing by means of an oversupply of low cost, 
plentiful credit that would inveigle borrowers into financial indiscretions until they became 
irretrievably subservient to the lender.  Only the latter portion of verse 25 remains to be fulfilled. 
 
Consider also the following statement; 
 
• Throw her right back on the gold standard. And you people just keep your homes and 

things, but you belong to the Catholic Church. The nation belongs to the Catholic Church. 
The whole thing is captured right in like that through their currency.28 

 
The ‘nationalization’ of the two largest US home lenders, Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae, occurred 
in September 2008 when they were underwritten by the Vatican controlled US Federal Reserve. 
By this means, a substantial portion of US home owners effectively came to owe their home 
mortgages to the Catholic Church. They did get to ‘keep’ their homes beyond the credit crisis of 
2008, but in the process have become subservient to the Catholic Church, just as Brother 
Branham said would happen.  
 
 
How confident was Brother Branham concerning the predictions and warnings he left us of the 
future economic conditions that would just precede the Rapture?  Entirely confident according to 
the following quotations; 
 

1. I'm not a politician, neither a smart man. But I thank the Lord I know Him...?... That's right. 
There's where she's going to lay, right there. You watch it. You watch and see if that ain't 
right. I hope we all live to see it. And I don't think we'll have to live too long.29 

 
2. Now, just listen to this how the Holy Spirit brought this out for me.(in direct regard to 

statements made in the Message entitled “The First Seal”)30 
 

3. Oh, people, don't think I... You may think I'm crazy. But when my voice is silenced in death, 
these tapes will still be playing, and you'll recognize that what I've said has come to pass.31 

 
 

Conclusions 
 

1. To avoid insolvency following the credit crisis in 2008, many major US and other 
Corporations and certain major banks that were considered ‘too big to fail’, have willingly 
accepted bailouts just as Brother Branham said they would, the monies being borrowed by 
the American people from the Vatican controlled FED.   

 
2. The USA and most of the rest of the world have by various routes, borrowed their way into 

Vatican control just as Brother Branham warned us.   
 
3. Craft has already increased and thus Daniel 8:25 is substantially fulfilled. 

 
4. The Covenant (Daniel 9:27) between the Roman Catholic Church, the Protestants and the 

Jews is probably already largely in place and being progressively implemented, while 

                                            
28 STATURE OF A PERFECT MAN  JEFF IN  SUNDAY  62-1014M      
29 WAY OF A TRUE PROPHET  PHOENIX AZ  SATURDAY  63-0119     
30 THE FIRST SEAL  JEFF IN  MONDAY  63-0318    
31 LEAN NOT UNTO THY OWN UNDERSTANDING  PHOENIX AZ  WEDNESDAY  65-0120  
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awaiting the final act of the signing into existence of a singular world government authority 
under the direct or indirect full control of the Vatican.  Note that on October 24, 2011, the 
Vatican publically proposed a world government to stabilize the financial system. 

 
 

Scriptures 
 

Daniel 8 
 

19  And he said, Behold, I will make thee know what shall be in the last end of the indignation: for at the time 
appointed the end shall be . 

 
20  The ram which thou sawest having two horns are the kings of Media and Persia. 
 
21  And the rough goat is the king of Grecia: and the great horn that is between his eyes is the first king. 
 
22  Now that being broken, whereas four stood up for it, four kingdoms shall stand up out of the nation, but not in 

his power. 
 
23  And in the latter time of their kingdom, when the transgressors are come to the full, a king of fierce 

countenance, and understanding dark sentences, shall stand up.  
 
24  And his power shall be mighty, but not by his own power: and he shall destroy wonderfully, and shall 

prosper, and practise, and shall destroy the mighty and the holy people.  
 
25  And through his policy also he shall cause craft to prosper in his hand; and he shall magnify himself in his 

heart, and by peace shall destroy many: he shall also stand up against the Prince of princes; but he shall be 
broken without hand.  

 
26  And the vision of the evening and the morning which was told is true: wherefore shut thou up the vision; for it 

shall be for many days. 
 
 
Daniel 9 
 
23  At the beginning of thy supplications the commandment came forth, and I am come to shew thee ; for thou 

art greatly beloved: therefore understand the matter, and consider the vision.  
 
24  Seventy weeks are determined upon thy people and upon thy holy city, to finish the transgression, and to 

make an end of sins, and to make reconciliation for iniquity, and to bring in everlasting righteousness, and to 
seal up the vision and prophecy, and to anoint the most Holy.  

 
25  Know therefore and understand, that from the going forth of the commandment to restore and to build 

Jerusalem unto the Messiah the Prince shall be seven weeks, and threescore and two weeks*: the street 
shall be built again, and the wall, even in troublous times.  

 
26  And after threescore and two weeks (7 + 60 + 2 = 69 weeks) shall Messiah be cut off, but not for himself: 

and the people of the prince (Rome) that shall come shall destroy the city and the sanctuary (AD70 when the 
future Roman Emperor, Titus sacked Jerusalem); and the end thereof shall be with a flood, and unto the end 
of the war desolations are determined.  
 

27  And he (Rome) shall confirm the covenant with many for one week (the 7 year Covenant week as distinct 
from last 7 years that God deals with the Jews): and in the midst of the week (near the 3 ½ years point)  he 
shall cause the sacrifice and the oblation to cease**, and for the overspreading of abominations he shall 
make it desolate, even until the consummation, and that determined shall be poured upon the desolate.   

 
*    1 day equals 1 year 
**   In the sermon GABRIEL'S INSTRUCTIONS TO DANIEL paras 93 and 145, Brother Branham confirms 

that the Jews will resume the Temple worship after the Gentile Dispensation has ended.   (JEFF. IN  
SUNDAY  61-0730M) 
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The 2008 Credit Crisis  
 

Part Two - Commentary  
 

The rich ruleth over the poor, and the borrower is servant to the lender.  Proverbs 22:7 
 

  
The announcement from the Vatican on October 24, 2011, proposing a world government to sort 
out the global financial situation32, prompted us to review the statements that Brother William 
Branham made concerning the role that money would play in the events just preceding the 
Rapture.  The results of this review became a serious wake up call, as we began to realise that the 
Credit Crisis of 2008 brought about events that have literally fulfilled almost all of the predictions 
that Brother Branham warned us of.  It would seem that only final failure33 of the monetary system 
and the uniting of Church and State under a gold backed international currency, remain to be 
fulfilled.  We also found that a critical economic component that preceded the Credit Crisis, was 
clearly identified in the scriptures.  
 
In a word, Brother Branham told us that Rome would conquer by manipulating the monetary 
system, leading to its failure, thus trapping and forcing the world to borrow its way into slavery.   
 
He told us the major corporations would not be allowed to fail and would instead borrow from 
Rome to save their skins. That is exactly what has happened. Through their government, the 
American people in particular, have borrowed from the Federal Reserve Bank (which research will 
show is controlled by Rome), and then passed the money to bailout the corporations that were ‘too 
big to fail.”  If unrepaid, this will likely be found to have been blatant theft of unprecedented 
proportions, matched only by the deception of the Federal Reserve Bank (FED) itself, which 
receives interest payments on money it creates out of thin air, to the benefit of the private 
merchant banks that own the FED, while itself remaining untaxed and unaudited. 
 
It is incredible that this situation has been successfully perpetrated on the citizens of the US and 
upon most of the rest of the world via similar lending done through the IMF and World Bank and 
that it is all backed up by civil law world wide.  Those who were able to bring this situation about, 
must surely be understanding of ‘dark sentences!’ as spoken of in Daniel 8:23.   
 
Part One of this article sets out nearly all the relevant statements that Brother Branham made, the 
context in which we have applied them, and also identifies the scriptures from where he drew his 
materials under Divine Inspiration. 
 
History shows that the plan for a world government has been in process for over 200 years and 
that at the critical points, the shadowy hand of the Vatican can be seen.  The subject of a New 
World Order or One World Government etc., has long been discussed only by so called 
“Conspiracy Theorists” who have invariably been discredited by main stream media. This 
combines to make the Vatican’s recent public proposal all the more significant.   
 
We view the Vatican announcement in the context of the following quotations (emphasis added) 
extracted from the sermon, “The Spoken Word is the Original Seed” (62-0318E): 
 
 

                                            
32 http://www.romereports.com/palio/vatican-proposes-a-world-government-to-stabilize-the-financial-system-english-
5227.html 
33 See how that deceit, what they're trying to do? Give money away to buy what? They're trying to break it. And they're 
doing it, and she's broke.  Stature of a Perfect Man  62-1014M  Para 58-2 
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Para 125.4 
Remember, there will be such a denominational gathering pretty soon; it'll be terrific. And 
they will bring themselves together into this federation of churches, and then this kind of a 
church will be put out of operation (as far as they know). It's at that time that Jesus will 
appear, and He will show which is Bride and which i s not.  
 
Para 127 – 3 
But I think according to the Scripture, the Word's been sowed. The next thing is the 
coming forth of the Spirit.  
 
When the Spirit falls and there becomes a move amon gst the people, them 
denominations will swing together just as certain a s I'm standing in the pulpit. And 
the church of God will be ousted, and they'll make it such a racket until they'll 
confederate it and put a boycott on anybody that do n't belong to them…..    
 
Para 127-4 
Rome will rule the world for just a hour. She'll rule for a little piece. Not Communism, 
Romanism will rule the world with the cooperation of Protestantism in a denominational 
form of church, which God has rejected. That's as close as I know the Word of God.  

 
Could it be that harvest time is upon us, when all the seeds (spoken words) planted amongst the 
people of the world under the ‘former rain’ of Brother Branham’s teaching ministry (dating from the 
early 1930’s), are now coming to fruition?  He said that the seeds so planted, included not only 
national influences such as communism, but also denominationalism and the sowing of the true 
Word of God to bring forth the genuine Bride of Christ.  
 
When the Spirit begins to fall, we should expect to see ALL the seeds begin to come to maturity.  
In view of the developments we are reporting, could it be that the Spirit is now beginning to fall as 
Brother Branham predicted? 
 
We conclude that we may well be entering into the final phase leading to the Rapture.  When the 
squeeze/boycott will begin, no one knows, but the mechanisms are largely in place and it can’t be 
too long to wait now. Sadly, the hour is much later than many are aware of.  It is surely time to look 
up, for our redemption draweth nigh.  
 

God bless you, 

In His service, 
 
The Midnight Cry 
www.williambranhamstorehouse.com 
 

So Christ was once offered to bear the sins of many; and unto them that 
look for him shall he appear the second time without sin unto salvation 
  

                                                                                           Heb. 9:28              
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The Spoken Word is the Original Seed (62-0318M) 

 
Para   46-1    Now, watch. Now, remember the word "m-o-u-r-e-h, moureh," means 
"teaching, the former rain." It says "the moureh rain, the teaching rain," teaching rain went 
forth. 
 
Billy Graham has struck the world. The Pentecostals struck the world, and the Word has 
struck the world. Now, what's the matter now? She's now waiting for the latter rain. 
That's when she produces her fruits. Oh, I hope you  get it. 

 
 
The Spoken Word is the Original Seed (62-0318E) 
 

Para 109-3  
See now, why I have been so zealous of the kind of seed that I have planted for the body? 
The rain's going to fall pretty soon; I mean the re al rain . And it's got to have Seed to fall 
on. I hope I live to see it. Do you understand now? It will be the living Word as it was at 
the beginning, the spoken Word of God, have His pow er; for it is in Him in His own 
body, working His own way. Look to the promises tha t God gave this body.    
 
Para 113-4  
The church now should have a double portion of the Spirit . For it is true, like Elijah's 
garment that fell upon Elisha (a double portion), the same thing come from Jesus Christ.  
 
Para 119-4   
All right. Now, here is what I'm trying to say to you: The law of reproduction bring forth of its 
kind (Genesis 1:11). These last days, true church Bride comes to the Hea dstone, will 
be the super church, a super race. As they near the  great Headstone they will be 
much like--so much like Him, even they will be in H is very image in the order to be 
united with Him. They will be One. They will be the  very manifestation of the Word of 
the living God . Denominations can never produce this. This will be... They will produce 
their creeds and dogmas mixed with the Word and--and brings a hybrid product.  
 
Para 124-2  
I believe someday the real Bride of Christ will be forced to stop preaching the Word of God. 
The Bible prophesies of it in Revelations 13:16 (if you want to put it down). Denominations 
will force it to stop or take its mark. Then when the Lamb will take His Bride and judge 
the whore for this.     
 
Para 125-4     
The seeds are sowed now; the latter rain is fixing to come forth.  
 
Para 126-2 
And remember, Christian friends, I'm a man; I can make mistakes, but God, being God, 
cannot make a mistake. All the Words that's been written must be fulfilled; Jesus said so. 
So we've got things here in the Scripture that must be fulfilled, and that is one of the things, 
this boycott to come. But before this boycott can come of the marking of the beast, there 
has to be a Seed sowed for God to take a church out of it. You understand now? A Seed 
has to be sowed. A denominational seed and there--to make a form o r an image to the 
beast, the Church of Rome...  And there has to be a true Bride.   

 
 
End Time Seed Sign  62-0319  (ie., the coming of the crop to harvest is a sign of the End Time)  
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Para  E-63    
Now, we said in the last days Joel told us (the other part of the Scriptures. Listen close 
now.) that there would be a former and latter rain in the same season. How many Christians 
know that? Say, "Amen." Sure. What.   
 
Now, the other day, to my surprise, when I looked... Former and latter rain would come in 
the same season. Now, the word "former" in the Hebrew word (get your Hebrew lexicon 
and find out), the Hebrew word for "former" means "moureh." "Moureh" means "teaching." 
There will come a teaching rain. What is it? Putting the seeds into the earth. What's had. 
 
What's gone on? Well, we find out that there's been a teaching rain going on. The Baptist 
people, "A million more in '44," was their goal, members of the church. Billy Graham's great 
revivals, our great evangelist, look what he done. Look at Oral Roberts and the 
Pentecostals. There's been a teaching rain gone forth. 
 
There's been a national teaching rain, communism sowed amongst the people, every 
nation. 
 
There's been a Roman revival. Do you know what happens? If they give the western part, 
or the eastern part of Berlin back, that puts communism just, or I mean the Roman empire, 
just exactly in the old circle it was in the time of Jesus. Certainly it does, perfectly.  
 
 
Para  E-64     
There's a revival going on. What is it? A sowing . You don't hear very much of Billy 
Graham no more, do you? What about Oral? What about the rest of them? You know the 
great revival fire's not burning. What is it? It's the end time seed sign. The words has 
been sown.  What is it? Denomination will reap denomination. That makes them 
confederate themselves together. 
 
But the Word of God has been sowed also. And when the Spirit of God begins to fall, 
the Word of God will live in the people.  And that false bride that's committed adultery out 
there, and brought herself into creeds, and sold out her birthrights will reap what? A 
confederation of church, that's to be bound and burned like the thorns and thistles. But 
where the Word of God's been sowed into the people' s heart, it will reap a Bride for 
Christ as certain as I'm standing here: End time si gns.  
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